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2018-2019 ANNUAL REPORT 
University of California, Berkeley Student 
Chapter  
of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute 
Report Date: Month 06, 2019 

This report summarizes the membership and activities conducted by the University of XXX Student Chapter of 
the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute during the 20XX-20XX academic year. 

MISSION & GOALS 

The EERI Berkeley Student Chapter is promoting students education regarding earthquake risk reduction 
through organized seminars with various invited lecturers from the fields of earthquake engineering, including 
professionals and researchers. 
The chapter promotes minimizing the gap between the community’s understanding of the impacts of 
earthquakes and the profession assumptions on the acceptable losses after a seismic event. This is done 
through community outreach programs for children and the general population. 
The Chapter is also proud to include the undergraduate seismic design competition group that represents UC 
Berkeley in the annual EERI seismic design competition. 

 MEMBERSHIP 

The University of Berkeley Student Chapter had a total of 46 members in 2018-2019. 

OFFICERS 

The Board consisted of the following members: 

Role Name Email Student Status 

President Tali Feinstein talish@berkeley.edu Graduate student 

SDC Captain Megan Vandervort mvandervort@berkeley.edu Undergraduate student 

Vice-President Paolo Martuscelli paolo_martuscelli@berkeley.edu 
Graduate student 

VP to Treasury 
Connie Chen 

connie.chen@berkeley.edu Graduate student 

Education Outreach 
Director  

Maria Camila Lopez Ruiz 

camila.lopez@berkeley.edu Graduate student 

Secretary Alaukik Singh singh_alaukik@berkeley.edu Graduate student 

Board meetings were held at the beginning of Fall 2018 and towards the end of Spring 2019 

FACULTY & INDUSTRYADVISORS 

Prof. Jack Moehle (moehle@berkeley.edu) - sUniversity of California, Berkeley. 

 

mailto:camila.lopez@berkeley.edu
mailto:moehle@berkeley.edu
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MEMBERS 

A complete list of members is shown below. 

Name EERI Member Number Email Student Status 

Mairead Montague 17716 mairead_montague@berkeley.edu Graduate 
Daniela Martinez 18167 danielam@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Miguel Bernabe 18492 miguebernabe@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Stella Te 18495 stellate@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Samantha Cristol 18578 slcristol@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Dylan Kato 18605 dkkato@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Jorge Archbold 18870 jarchbold@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Paolo Martuscelli 19030 paolo_martuscelli@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Jiawei Chen 19038 jiawei_chen@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Dennis Chiu 19269 dennis.chiu@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Jianxuan Yin 19299 susan1013@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Michael Wehrmeyer 19308 michael.wehrmeyer@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Tali Feinstein 19742 talish@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Mara Sio 19780 mara.sio@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Qingkai Kong 19895 kongqk@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Cheuk Ng 19945 kopming28@gmail.com Graduate 

Carlos Jimenez 19976 carloso.jimenez5@gmail.com Graduate 

Hyunkyung Yoon 19979 hyun_3840@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Geraldine Fabro 19981 g.fabro@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Christian Chung 20323 christianchung8@berkeley.edu Graduate 

David Yermian 20636 david.yermian@gmail.com Graduate 

Connie Chen 22502 connie.chen@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Benjamin Worsfold 29386 benjamin_worsfold@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Alaukik Singh 29963 singh_alaukik@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Margaret Stack  margaret_stack@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Maria Camila Lopez Ruiz  camila.lopez@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Juan Pablo Mendez-Ruiz 
 

jpmr@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Mayank Batra 
 

Mayank_batra@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Alina Zaki 
 

alinazaki@berkeley.edu Graduate 

Pedram Vessetizadeh 
 

pedram.vass@berkeley.edu Graduate 

mailto:mairead_montague@berkeley.edu
mailto:camila.lopez@berkeley.edu
mailto:jpmr@berkeley.edu
mailto:Mayank_batra@berkeley.edu
mailto:alinazaki@berkeley.edu
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CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 

REGULAR CHAPTER MEETINGS 

One chapter meeting was held each semester to discuss the plans of activities for the corresponding semester. 
The first meeting included election for the officers of the chapter and a discussion on the activities planned for 
the year. The second meeting included a discussion on innovative ways of increasing social awareness about 
Earthquakes.  
 

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE VISIT. 

The Promise of Smart Materials in Earthquake Resistant Design 

Reginald DesRoches, PhD, F. ASCE, F. SEI,William and Stephanie Sick Dean of Engineering, Rice University 

Wed 1/23/2019, 5:00 pm, 502 Davis Hall 

Damage from recent earthquakes underscores the importance of developing new approaches and 
technologies to improve the performance of structures during earthquakes. The presentation highlighted 
applications of one class of smart materials — shape memory alloys — in improving the performance of 
structures subjected to earthquake loading. Shape memory alloys belong to a class of smart materials that can 
undergo large deformations while reverting back to their original, undeformed shape. This unique property has 
led to the development of numerous applications in the biomedical, aerospace, and commercial industries. A 
multi-scale and multi-disciplinary approach is taken to explore the potential use of these materials for 
applications in earthquake engineering. Component testing, full-scale testing, and detailed analyses presented 
proved great potential for shape memory alloys to significantly improve the earthquake performance of 
nonductile buildings and bridges. 

FRIEDMAN FAMILY VISITING PROFESSIONAL 

“It Could Happen Today... “ 

Janiele Maffei, PhD, F. ASCE, F. SEI, Chief Mitigation Officer, California Earthquake Authority, Sacramento, CA 

 Mon 4/8/2019, 5:00 pm, 502 Davis Hall. 

How earthquakes damage single-family residential dwellings and the seismic retrofits that can protect these 
dwellings. How a residential earthquake insurance provider is promoting and funding seismic retrofits through: 

• Code and plan set development 
• Retrofit financial grant program 
• Educational outreach 

A bold future where expected earthquake performance of a building is valued by California home buyers. 

Outreach Activit ies 

The EERI Berkeley Student Chapter has a two educational outreach initiatives: 

1. As part of the School Earthquake Safety Initiative(SESI) by the EERI, we volunteer in elementary schools in 

Oakland. 

 

https://www.eeri.org/projects/schools/sesi-classroom-education-and-outreach/
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2. The chapter promotes diversity in the fields of and participates in EYH (expand your horizons) 

conference that encourages girls to pursue STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) subjects 

in their future studies and careers. 

 

 
 

 SEISMIC DESIGN COMPETITION TEAM 

The purpose of the UC Berkeley Seismic Design Team is to provide an opportunity to engage with earthquake 
and structural engineering concepts at the undergraduate level. Students on the team can engage in the 
hands-on project of designing, analyzing, and constructing a cost-effective frame building that will resist the 
given seismic loading for the client as requested. Participating in the team provides students with ample design, 
analysis, and construction experience they may not have access to in classes alone, and work with technical 
tools like SAP2000, SketchUp, and the laser cutting machine.  

SDC Team Members 

A complete list of members is shown below. 

 
Name EERI Member Number Email Role 

Megan Vandervort 19255 mvandervort@berkeley.edu Team Captain, Co- 
Project Manager 

https://www.ocf.berkeley.edu/%7Eeyh/whoweare.html
mailto:mvandervort@berkeley.edu
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Bitanoosh Woods 19326 bwoods@berkeley.edu Co-Project Manager 
Carlos Jimenez 19976 cjimenez5@berkeley.edu Technical Lead 
Parson Galicia 19983 parsongalicia@berkeley.edu Membership Chair 
Kayla Curameng 19980 kamcurameng@berkeley.edu Member 
Geraldine Fabro 19981 g.fabro@berkeley.edu Member 
Hyunkyung Yoon 19979 hyun_3840@berkeley.edu Treasurer/Social Chair 
Dennis Chiu 19269 dennis.chiu@berkeley.edu Design Lead 
Brandon Choy 30335 choyb21@berkeley.edu Construction Lead 
Selena Chow 30299 sellyzar@berkeley.edu Laser-cutting Lead 
Christian Chung 20323 christianchung8@berkeley.edu Design Lead 
Sydney Keeton 30300 sydneykeeton19@berkeley.edu Member 
Connor Geudeker 30314 cgeudeker@berkeley.edu Member 
Eric Lin 19974 ericlin@berkeley.edu Analysis Lead 
Michael Wehrmeyer 19308 michael.wehrmeyer@berkeley.edu Member 
Jacqueline Hurtado 30336 Jacquelineh1@berkeley.edu Member 
Tyler Gazzinga  tgazzinga@berkeley.edu Member 
Marco Ospina  545707mo@berkeley.edu Member 
Justin Gonzoles  jvstipher@berkeley.edu Member 
Ethan Kang  ethan.kang@berkeley.edu Member 
Logan Hall  loganthall@berkeley.edu Member 
Stephen Shelnutt  sshelnutt@berkeley.edu  Analysis Lead 
Daniel Choi  djwc_0415@berkeley.edu  Member 
Kaye Beja-Rubic  k.bejarubic89201@berkeley.edu Member 
Kary Wang  karywang@berkeley.edu Member 
Aaron Machuca  aaronimachuca@berkeley.edu Member 
Alvin Lee  alvinjlee7@berkeley.edu Member 
Susan Yin  susan1013@berkeley.edu Construction Lead 
Shaye Hong  shayehong@berkeley.edu Member 
Leo Aranza  leoaranza@berkeley.edu Member 
Katie Henriques  katiehenriques@berkeley.edu Member 
Brandon Hein  branblob@berkeley.edu Member 
Sage Shamsai  sageshamsai@berkeley.edu Member 
Chloe Kim  happychloe0725@gmail.com Member 

SDC Team Financial Sponsors 

A list of financial sponsors for the SDC team. 

Name Email Amount Note 
Computers and Structures, Inc  $4000 Donation rollover from 

previous year 
UC Berkeley CEE JFC  ceejfc@berkeley.edu $9500 Travel and Programs 

allocation from joint 
funding with CEE teams 

EERI NC Chapter chapterinfo@eerinc.org $1000  

 

mailto:bwoods@berkeley.edu
mailto:cjimenez5@berkeley.edu
mailto:parsongalicia@berkeley.edu
mailto:kamcurameng@berkeley.edu
mailto:g.fabro@berkeley.edu
mailto:hyun_3840@berkeley.edu
mailto:dennis.chiu@berkeley.edu
mailto:choyb21@berkeley.edu
mailto:sellyzar@berkeley.edu
mailto:christianchung8@berkeley.edu
mailto:sydneykeeton19@berkeley.edu
mailto:cgeudeker@berkeley.edu
mailto:ericlin@berkeley.edu
mailto:michael.wehrmeyer@berkeley.edu
mailto:Jacquelineh1@berkeley.edu
mailto:tgazzinga@berkeley.edu
mailto:545707mo@berkeley.edu
mailto:jvstipher@berkeley.edu
mailto:ethan.kang@berkeley.edu
mailto:loganthall@berkeley.edu
mailto:sshelnutt@berkeley.edu
mailto:djwc_0415@berkeley.edu
mailto:k.bejarubic89201@berkeley.edu
mailto:karywang@berkeley.edu
mailto:aaronimachuca@berkeley.edu
mailto:alvinjlee7@berkeley.edu
mailto:susan1013@berkeley.edu
mailto:shayehong@berkeley.edu
mailto:leoaranza@berkeley.edu
mailto:katiehenriques@berkeley.edu
mailto:branblob@berkeley.edu
mailto:sageshamsai@berkeley.edu
mailto:happychloe0725@gmail.com
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Team results and lessons learned 

This year, the Cal Seismic Design Team competed in Vancouver, B.C., against 38 other teams in the 2019 EERI 
Undergraduate Seismic Design Competition from March 4th-8th. After going through an intense design process 
and running many iterations in SAP2000, we ended up creating a tower called Valeo with intricate “V-A” 
bracing. We utilized a square core to withstand the provided ground motions, carefully considering the “T” 
footprint of the building would cause for more torsion and problems. Valeo weighed only .57 lbs, a feat we 
were all proud of since we worked to optimize our building cost and create a lightweight structure. In the end, 
Valeo survived both ground motions with little damage, and we placed 4th overall.  

Our team was excited to earn 1st place for our design proposal, 2nd place for predicted performance, and 2nd 
place for presentation, as we worked hard to improve in these areas from last year. Our architecture score also 
improved a lot from previous years, which we were quite happy about. Because our team was pretty young, 
we learned a lot about the competition and how we can improve for future years. We had some difficulty 
implementing a floor area rule this year, which cost us some revenue and hindered our success, but now that 
we’ve made that mistake we know not to repeat it. We really enjoyed exploring Vancouver, talking with other 
schools at the completion, and of course, watching the always-exciting shake day. Overall, we are extremely 
satisfied with our results despite our error, and are looking forward to competing again next year in San Diego! 

 
Cal Seismic Design Team photo at Berkeley 
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Cal competition attendees after our presentation 

 

 
Our team with Berkeley faculty and alumni present at the competition, including CSI’s Ashraf Habibullah. 
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ELECTION & ELECTION RESULTS 

Election for officers for the 2019-2020 academic year will be held in September 2019. 

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS  

Included at the end of this report are various attachments to supplement the information included above.  A 
list of the attachments is included below: 

• Item 1, flier for Distinguished Lecture 
• Item 2, flier for Friedman Visiting Professional Lecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

The Promise of Smart Materials in 
Earthquake Resistant Design 

 

Reginald DesRoches, PhD, F. ASCE, F. SEI 
William and Stephanie Sick Dean of Engineering, Rice University 

Damage from recent earthquakes underscores the importance of developing new approaches and 
technologies to improve the performance of structures during earthquakes. The presentation will 
highlight applications of one class of smart materials — shape memory alloys — in improving the 
performance of structures subjected to earthquake loading. Shape memory alloys belong to a class of 
smart materials that can undergo large deformations while reverting back to their original, undeformed 
shape. This unique property has led to the development of numerous applications in the biomedical, 
aerospace, and commercial industries. A multi-scale and multi-disciplinary approach is taken to 
explore the potential use of these materials for applications in earthquake engineering. Component 
testing, full-scale testing, and detailed analyses show great potential for shape memory alloys to 
significantly improve the earthquake performance of nonductile buildings and bridges. 
 
Dr. Reginald DesRoches is the William and Stephanie Sick Dean of Engineering at the George R. 
Brown School of Engineering at Rice University. In this position, he provides leadership to a top ranked 
engineering school with 9 departments, over 125 faculty, and 2500 students.  His primary research interests 
are in design of resilient infrastructure systems under extreme loads and the application of smart and auto-
adaptive materials. His research is highly interdisciplinary and spans micro- to macro-scale. He has 
published approximately 300 articles and served as thesis advisor to 30 doctoral students. 
Dr. DesRoches served as the key technical leader in the United States’ response to the 2010 Haiti 
earthquake,taking a team of 28 engineers, architects, city planners, and social scientists to study the impact 
of the earthquake.  Dr. DesRoches serves on the NIST National Construction Safety Team Advisory 
Committee (NCST), National Academies Resilient America Roundtable (RAR), the Board on Army Science 
and Technology (BAST), the National Science Foundation’s Engineering Advisory Committee, and the 
Global Earthquake Modeling Scientific Board. He has chaired the American Society of Civil Engineers’ 
Seismic Effects Committee as well as the executive committee of the Technical Council on Lifeline 
Earthquake Engineering.In recent years, Dr. DesRoches has testified before U.S. House and Senate 
subcommittees on earthquake resilience and the state of the science, and he has participated in 
Washington, D.C. roundtables for media and congressional staffers on topics ranging from disaster 
preparedness to the critical role that university research must play in addressing the country’s failing 
infrastructure. 

Wed 1/23, 5pm, 502 Davis Hall 

Distinguish Lecture 



  

“It Could Happen Today... “ 
 

 

Janiele Maffei, PhD, F. ASCE, F. SEI 
Chief Mitigation Officer, California Earthquake Authority, Sacramento, CA 

 
How earthquakes damage single-family residential dwellings and the seismic retrofits that can 
protect these dwellings. How a residential earthquake insurance provider is promoting and 
funding seismic retrofits through: 
                Code and plan set development 
                Retrofit financial grant program 
                Educational outreach 
A bold future where expected earthquake performance of a building is valued by California home 
buyers. 
 
As Chief Mitigation Officer of the CEA, Janiele Maffei is responsible for planning and directing the 
statewide residential retrofit program; leading the processes of developing and promoting 
educational programs that stress the importance of mitigation; collaborating with academic 
institutions, and industries to promote and support mitigation research and activities; and other 
actions that promote seismic mitigation and support mitigation-related insurance-premium 
discount for CEA policyholders. Ms. Maffei also serves as the Executive Director of the California 
Residential Mitigation Program, a Joint Power Authority of the CEA and Governor’s Office of 
Emergency Services since its inception in August 2011. She is a registered structural engineer 
who has worked in the earthquake engineering industry for over 30 years. Her experience 
includes the design of new building structures and seismic strengthening of existing structures. 
Ms. Maffei earned her AB in Architecture and M.S. in Civil Engineering from the University of 
California at Berkeley.Ms. Maffei is a former president of the Northern California Chapter of EERI. 
She worked on the organizing committee of the 2010 EERI Annual Meeting in San Francisco. 
She is a member of the Structural Engineers Association of California and served on their Board 
from 1995-1997. She participated in post-earthquake reconnaissance investigations following the 
Loma Prieta, Northridge, and South Napa earthquakes 
 
 

Mon 4/8, 5pm, 502 Davis Hall 
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